Sameer

The Mind Reader

“When you want something badly that will mesmerize all age
groups in audience and you believe in yourself and in the miracle
of your Mind Power, anything can happen”
This inspirational motto of professional mind reader Sameer
Dnyaneshwar has helped him to create such a show which is mind
boggling experience for all age groups, genders, non believers and even
the skeptics; at the age of 29 Sameer can easily control the mind/
thoughts of the audience in live show.

This show is for international audiences. The show is performed in more than 450
intervals till Feb 2013 on cruise lines in U.S.A in front of guest and tourists from all
around the world. The show is a combination of all three funny sleights i.e. sleight of
hands, mouth and mind. The duration of this show is 45 to 60 minutes.

Sameer’s latest role, which earned him the title Master Mind Reader ,
was starring on Carnival Cruise Lines, USA in a Magic & Mystery
with Sameer a live stage show featuring Fun ship’s Freddy and Hilarious
comedy with suspense.
Sameer spent 5 consecutive years on Mind Reading & E.S.P Show
crisscrossing globe and entertaining international audience of all ages.
At a young age, Sameer became intrigued by the art of mind reading &
extra sensory perception. What started out as a hobby soon developed
into something far greater-Sameer realized that law of attraction +
power of positive energy enhanced his sense of confidence and self
assurance. It opened up to him a world of mind power.
“As I got older, I started realizing the gift that sensing thoughts
& positive energy had given me was the same gift I wanted to
give audiences in my show. Every show, I hope I bring mind of
audiences into the world of possibilities,” he says.
When he was seven years old, Sameer started working as a assistant in
his dad’s magic show. He’s dad (Magician Dnyaneshwar) taught him all
illusions & shared the secret of all miracles.

Sameer even performs for corporate meetings/seminars. His mind magic performance
among all members helps your meetings with a fresh start by creating a friendly and
cordial environment with his award-winning close up acts. The duration of this show is 35
minutes and maximum 90 minutes in case of walk around.

Ten years of practice later, the young magician dubbed him self
“Dnyaneshwar Jr.” and placed an ad in the local newspaper in India. This
led to performances at birthday parties and local town events,
supplemented by charity shows for the young and old alike.
At the age of sixteen Sameer realized the sense of E.S.P (Extra Sensory
Perception) can be determined, polished with practice. But he uses his
skill of mind reading, E.S.P, Telekinesis just for the entertainment.
“The illusions like appear-disappear / cut-restore / floatinglevitating was mind boggling till yesterday but today (in present
internet age) audience are looking for something real mind
boggling which has no secrets, no solution for curiosity, no own
imagination just an art of mentalism & extra sensory perception,”
Sameer says
This guiding philosophy helped Sameer develop as an inspiring and
entertaining mind reader. All of his hard work and dedication paid off
when he performed his own show “Mentalism with Sameer” on Carnival
Cruise Lines, USA [over 300 performances] a high-energy show with
audience participation and hilarious comedy + suspense. This show
received plenty of positive feedbacks and hundreds of standing ovations.

“As a Psychic entertainer, I can directly interact with audiences
minds & thoughts,” Sameer says. “When you demonstrate the
difference between sleight of hands & psychic skill, discrepancy
in optical illusions & mind power it engages their mind in the
show and gives them astounding experience of mind control.”
FUNFACT: Sameer Dnyaneshwar has been dazzling audiences of all ages
since he was 10 years old and to date has mesmerized millions of people
in 16 countries around the world.
With his personality & unique charisma all his own, Sameer is
guaranteed to put smiles on the faces of young and old alike. One of the
most sought after Mind Readers on the market today, Sameer is HIGH
ENERGY,HILARIOUS COMEDY AND SCARY MIND BOGGLER !!! Often
compared -- but equal to none , Sameer is truly Psychic Entertainer’s
Hottest Rising Star!
Featured on TV's SAAM Marathi’s Madhura Show, Sameer wowed the talk
show queen. Over dozens of national & international TV Appearances to
date including NDTV’s Dhoom, NEPC TV’s Filmi Jadu, IBN News.

E.S.P Show
Extra Sensory Perception

A current member of The International Brotherhood of Magicians (IBM).A
ex-secretary of Society of Indian Magicians (SIM) Sameer is founder of
Ashwini Theatre’s Aadhar Magic program, a Charity program started by
Great Dnyaneshwar. This program brings magic into hospitals as a form of
rehabilitation for patients. Sameer gets an enormous amount of enjoyment
from his charity work. Each year dozens of groups come to Sameer to
headline their fundraisers and benefits. Working with AIDS Foundation
Mumbai, Indian
Cancer Society, Somaiya Trust’s Sparsh as well as many nursing homes and
hospitals,
Sameer’s show has touched a countless number of lives.
Sameer is also a well known keynote speaker and success coach, helping
corporate and entertainers live their dream. Sameer trained lot of
Managements from MNCs to achieve their goal & also maintain standards.
Apart from being a mind reader, he is also an Authentic Practitioner of Nero
Linguistic Programming (NLP), Florida USA.
For more info on Sameer and his work, please visit his websites
www.magiciansameer.com
www.twitter.com/sameerdnyaneshwar

Sameer Dnyaneshwar 29, is a well-known Magician and Mind Reader from India. He has an
experience for up to 22 years in this field. Sameer has grown up in the world of magic. His
father is well-known Magician Dnyaneshwar and Sameer has been participating in Magic shows
ever since he was 7. His talent & presentation brought him to a great success in the world
of entertainment. Sameer completed his MBA degree in Human Resource, but still chooses
to be a magician . Sameer can perform all kinds of magic shows such as close-up magic,
product launching, stage illusions and mind reading show for Corporates. Apart from being a
magician and a mind reader, he is also an Authentic Practitioner of NLP (Nero Linguistic
Programming ), Florida USA.
Sameer won first place in the International magic competition held in Dubai. Then he was
appointed as a stage magician and mind reader on CCL - one of the popular cruise lines in
the United States. Sameer can read people’s mind. He is regular stage performer in the U.S
since 2010. He had perform stage shows on Carnival Cruise Lines, USA for cruisers from
various countries like United States, UK, Germany, Mexico, Canada, Philippines, Korea and
China.
Sameer has been enthralling audiences all over the world with his Mind Reading show. From
celebrity functions on cruise lines to the famous magic castle in Hollywood. Sameer’s
performance has helped to make those events a success. Sameer performs his unique act
Mentalini – master of mind manipulator. Sameer’s mind reading show is hilarious from start
to finish…… non-stop comedy combined with amazing psychic effects. The audience loves
the show because they become a part of it.

Adult Comedy Magic

Sameer Dnyaneshwar – The Mind Reader.
Professional Mind Reader and Stage Performer of E.S.P &Mentalist Show.
Stage & Theatre Experience : 22 years
Currently working as a stage Magician & Mind Reader (a 45mins show) with Carnival Cruise Lines,
USA (from May 2010 till date)
Types of shows: Close up Magic, walk around Magic Product launching, Stage illusions, ESP Show
and The Mentalist show (Mind Reading).
First Stage appearance: Year 1992 (at the age 7)
First independent ticket show (2hrs) in Theatre: 22 Nov 2003 at Gadkari Rangaytan ,Mumbai.
First International award in Magic : First prize in International Magic Competition in Dubai, UAE. for
stage Magic and Second Prize in Close up Magic in same competition in Dubai.
T.V appearances : “Filmi -Jadu” on NEPC (1998), “Jadoo” on Dordarshan (2001), “Dhoom Machade”
on NDTV Imagine (2005)“Manoranjan” on IBN Lokmat (2008), “Madhura” on Saam Marathi (2010).
Clients : Air India, Reliance, Bajaj Finance, Voltas Air conditioners, Godrej Soaps, Proctor
and Gamble, Larsen & Turbo, Vodafone,
Performed charity shows: Working with AIDS Foundation Mumbai, Indian Cancer Society, Somaiya
Trust’s Sparsh as well as many nursing homes and hospitals, Sameer’s show has touched a countless
number of lives.

The show is known as Mind Reading and Extra Sensory Perception (ESP) show. This is
the one of the best entertaining and mind-blowing show by Sameer for corporate
events. The show contains experiment of mind reading, Psychic abilities,
Telekinesis ,Telepathy and ESP. This particular show has been performed more than 200
times in the USA, in front of audiences from various countries like Mexico, Canada,
Australia, South Korea, China and Philippines.
The duration of the show is 45 minutes to 60 minutes.

Show # 1 : Close Up Magic Duration:35mins (max 90 mins in case of walk around)
Suitable for Corporate Meetings /Seminars. Sameer Dnyaneshwar can equally work
among all members before the corporate meeting to “break the ice” and create a friendly
& convivial atmosphere with his award wining Close up act.
Show # 2 : Stand up Comedy Magic & Mind Reading Show Duration:45mins to 60 mins
Best for the International audience. Performed more than 450 shows on Carnival cruise
lines in USA in front of guest and tourist from all over the world.
Show # 3 : Mentalini – Master of Mind Manipulator Duration : 45 Mins to 90Mins
The Mind Reading and Extra Sensory Perception (ESP)Show by Sameer is one of the
best entertaining and Mind Blowing show for Corporates. The show content experiments
of Mind Reading, Psychic, Telekinesis, Telepathy and ESP. Performed more than 200
shows in USA in front of audiences from Mexico, Canada, Australia, South Korea, China
and Philippines.
Show # 4: The Illusionist Duration : 1 hr to 2.30hrs
A full fledge stage Illusion show in traditional plus western style. Best for international
organizations who are looking Theatre Magician for Fund Raising, Charity and Product
launching show. Performed more than 800 combine shows Magician Dnyaneshwar (Sr.)
in India and other Asian countries.

The Conjuring Show
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